Exceptional wines from outstanding vineyards

Louis Semillon 2005
Grape Variety
100% semillon grown in Eden Valley.

Technical Details
Harvest Date: 11 April-19 April | Alcohol : 13.2% | pH: 3.01 | Acidity: 6.5g/L

Maturation
25% aged on lees for 6 months in seasoned 225L French barriques. Remainder aged on
lees in tank for complexity without any obvious oak character and blended prior to
bottling.

Background
A tribute to Louis Edmund Henschke (1919-1990), the fourth-generation grower of the
Hill of Grace vineyard. His expertise as a vigneron has resulted in a legacy in the form of
the famous vineyard being maintained using long-term organic principles. The semillon is
a reserve selection from vines up to 50 years old, grown in the Henschke vineyard at Eden
Valley.

Vintage Description
Vintage 2005 was early, warm, quick, fantastic quality with good yields - and exhausting.
Above average winter rains led into a beautiful spring, with some early November frosts
but good flowering weather in late November and early December. Summer was wet and
wild, with an amazing roller-coaster of weekly thunderstorms that helped maintain good
subsoil moisture. Rains in January were followed by a dry February, and the dry weather
continued right through the autumn. Warmer than usual autumnal weather caused an early,
compact harvest of above average yields. The late Indian summer lasted into May, well
after all the fruit was harvested, at maturity figures, flavour and colour not seen before the
2002 vintage. The quality of the 2005 vintage is sure to be ranked as one of the best on
record, after 2002, with all varieties showing strongly. Once again the signature varieties
for Eden Valley performed brilliantly.

Wine Description
Green gold in colour. Sweet, fragrant grassy, clover blossom, lemon and apples with a hint
of lanolin. The palate is rich, full and grassy with excellent texture and a long, crisp finish.

Cellaring Potential
Exceptional vintage,
10+ years.
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